FEA OPTIMIZATION

CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS

HighBus is intrinsically safe and has been

Superior Tray Systems has been designing and

optimized in every detail. Each system is

manufacturing electrical feeders since 1996. Our

supported by a full drawing package and an FEA

innovative designs continue to lead the power

report. We model every aspect of each system

distribution industry as we develop solutions that

and the result of our analysis is a thorough

meet our clients´ needs.

understanding of the electrical, thermal, and
electromagnetic attributes of our product. The

HighBus can be customized to suit various floor-to-

three phases are arranged to achieve the lowest

ceiling heights and the power requirements of each

possible impedance and volt drop, minimize EMI

high rise project. Contact us today to find out how we

generation, and maximize the operating life of

can design a HighBus system that is tailored to meet

the system.

your requirements.
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Electrical Distribution
Systems for High Rises

Electromagnetic field analysis (2500A 4-wire system)
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REVOLUTIONARY SYSTEM

HIGHBUS: DESIGNED FOR HIGH RISE BUILDINGS

HighBus is an all-in-one modular cable bus

The HighBus system’s modular nature

system for electrical distribution designed to meet

revolutionizes the way electrical feeders are

the particular needs of high rise buildings.

installed and used in high rise buildings. This all-in-

HighBus can be customized to suit different

one system is easy to install with fewer connection

floor-to-ceiling heights. This cost-efficient and

points and fewer components, resulting in fewer

intrinsically safe system is wet-dry rated and

headaches. The flexibility of the system allows for

is the only riser system that can be used as

building sway, thermal contraction/expansion, and

temporary power during high rise construction.

minor misalignment during installation.

Standard systems are designed to carry 2500A or
4000A with a voltage of 600V, and are configured

FEATURES:

to 3-phase 3-wire and 3-phase 4-wire topologies.
FLEXIBILITY: Flexible conductors allow for building
sway, contraction, and expansion

WATER DAMS

INCREASED ADAPTABILITY: Multiple taps per phase

EASY MAINTENANCE: Infrared windows on tap box

*Seals are pre-installed
in HighBus
Water dam and water-tight seals (2500A 4-wire system)

FREE AIR RATING: Ventilated covers eliminate
need for derating

WET-DRY RATING: Fully insulated conductors and
water-tight seals

The water dam acts as a support for the modular
HighBus sections. In an emergency, the wet-dry
rated enclosure and water dam will prevent water

WATER-TIGHT SEALS AND FIRESTOPS: Prevents water
and fire from spreading between floors in an emergency

from spreading from floor to floor. Additionally,
fire will not be able to spread through the
electrical feeder due to the system´s firestops.

STRUCTURAL SUPPORT: Water dam and seal plate
combination plus tap box anchor plate
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